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SUDW~ -- 

Knowledge of the variatmn close behind a trailing edge of the wake 
displacement thickness 

is necessary in calculations of the circulation round an aerofoil. 
Examination of data now available reveals that in the wake: (i) velocity 
profiles on either side of the line of minimum velocity may be derived 
from the corresponding trailing-edge boundary-layer profiles by change 
of scale of each co-ordinate; (ii) the velocity defect at corresponding 
points follows a universal recovery law of the form K(x - xo)+ even 
close to the trailing edge. An immediate consequence of these two 
empirical properties is a simple relation for the form parameter 
H = &*/fJ at points in the wake in terms of trail$g edge values. In 
conjunction with the momentum equation this makes determinate. 
agreement with experiment is very satisfactory. 
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StreamAe and normal coordrnates. 

Streamwise an3 nomal components of veloolty ~nwskc. 

Velocity at edge of wake. 

Velocity at infinity. 

Velocity components on wake centre line. 

Displacement thickness = (1 

Nonentum thickness = 
1 

J - pY. 

; (1 - pY. 

Pororw paraneter = 6*/e . 

Universal function depending on velocity defect at centre 
of wake. 

Width of half wake. 

Integrals defined fron trailing edge profile. 

Suffixes referring to trailing edge ard to upper and lower 
halves of wake. 

Y - coordinate of centre line. 

Chord of aerofoil. 

Rate of transfer of nonentm across wake centre line. 
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1. Introduction 

In theoretiosl investigations into the sectional characteristics of 
aerofoils it is necessary to lfflo~ bar the displacement flux 

q* = 
s 

(IT-u)dy=LJ 6% 

varies in the trailing edge region. 21ethods are already avsilable for 
calculating this variation for turbulent boundary layers, but the 
corresponding problem for turbulent ~alcos has hitherto received little 
attention, An znvcstigation is IMVJ presented into tha distribution of 
mean veloolty in such nakcs, and a method doveloped for prcdictmg the 
variation of displaoomont thickness, starting from a trailing edge at 
which the boundary layer velocity profiles arc known, Cases in which 
separation has occurrod ahead of the trailing cdgo are excluded from the 
investigation, and the velocity U(x) at tho odgo of the n&c is assumed 
kno-mh 

As for turbulent boundary layers, the ooloulation proceeds by 
acans of tho momentum equation together with en expression for the form 
paremoter H, snd the problem is to find this latter. A convenient 
coordinate system is that composed of the strcsmlines and cquipotontials 
of ideal flow past the acrofoi.1, Sinoo there is no skin friction, the 
momentum equation is simply 

d0 
dx 

+(a+z) $ $J = 0 x 
. . . . . . . . . (1) 

(The integrals defining 8 and S* =He nx, extend across the whole width 
of the wake.) 

At a great distance, U and therefore e become oonstant; moreover 

-0D -CO 

and H + 1. 

Squire m-d Young(l) gave the form parsmeter relation 

log? a (H - 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) 

for use in calculating profile drag, 7:hrch dcponds on 8 and involves H 
only indirectly. The equation clonrly cxpresscs the correct behaviour 
of H as U + U, doVnst?eam, but unfortunately it is not suf’f~c-rently 
aocurnto in tic neighbourhood of the trcoling edge. The relation was 
derived frown thqlirutod data then available, obtaaned by B. 24, Jones (2) 
on a wing at sm.+.& incidences for rhich the trailing odgo value HT 
did not oxooo~ l&& klensura.lc t \*'t oonsidorably hagher values of HT 
made at thf y$, by Preston r373 t4y and at Langley Field by 
Mondelsohn 5 ,do,not agroa at all ~~11 with the relation, which was in 
any oaso tentative, It has therefore seemed profitable to make a fresh 
investigation in the light of these measurements, end two empirical 
properties of the velocity profllos have emerged: (1) geonetricsl 
similarity of the hslf profiles on either side of the wake centre to the 
corresponding trailing odgc profile with it8 cusp rffiloved, and (ii) a 
universal law for recovery of velocity at the centis of the wake in 
term of distance downstream. Taken together, these lead to a relation 

/for 
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for the variation of H in &S.T~S of HP and drstance downstream. 

2. Velocity Prof~lcs xn the Wake 

IrutxJly the v&c 1s asyrr~lotrxdl because of the different 
hlstorios of the upper and loxcr boundary lsycrs; as It spreads, Its 
asy.uotiy is dccrcased by transverse nLcxng Zen the fully turbulent core. 
Tho typical state of affeirs 1s shown diagrmxmctxally ~nFiguro 1. 

'.. ke 

Velocity profil!'at T E - 

Aero?oil 
- - v 

Frofilesinwake 

The dotted line passing through the points of muumum velocity um on 
succocding profiles will be called the "wake centre IuKP. In the 
rcglon of asymnetry this is not expected to be a streamline, but since 
aujay = 0, shear stress vanishes along it, except at the acti=1 

trailing edge, where there is a discontxnuity in shosr, and a veq 
conplicctcd mixing process takes place. For cuzvenxence itwill be 
assuned throughout that, as happens on sn Lorofoil at positive uxx.den~e, 
tie upper bound-y layer is thicker at the trailing edge than the lower 
cne, and is nearer to separation in tne sense of having a higher H. 

At great distances frm the aerof'oil the velocity distribution 
and turbulence pattorn may bo expected to resomble those at oomparable 
distances behind a circular cylinder, the asymme+xy due to nerofoil 
incidence having been rewwod by twbulent 
rcccntly been fully invostigntcd by Townsend q~;h;&;~~c;;g ;; 
the wake appears to justify the conventional assumption that the mean 
profilos suffuxently many disnetcrs from the cylinder are geometrically 
similar, with the form 

u, - u = U, A(x) f(yjb) . . . . . . . . . (3) 

/whcro 
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where b = 'g(x) and f is a universal function. This form has 
always been assumed An mathematical investigations such as those by 
Scbllchting and others described III Ref.7. From purely dimensionel 
considerations at may be shown that 

ii(x) 0 (x - x,1 -4 

b(x) = (x - x0)' . . . ,. . . . . . . . . (4) 

where x - x0 is the distance from the virtual origin of the wake. 
&I measures the velocity defect at the centre of a pTfile, which 
is in faot found experimentally 'co fall off as (x - x0) 2. (Schlichting 
used a rmmng length relation to find the form off, thus assuming 
dynamical similsr~,~ of the turbulent motion. This is open to 
considerable doubt, except at great dlstanoos from theqvlinder.) 

Tha similarity~relation (3) does not hold in the dead water region 
immediately behind a circular cylinder, but it 1s not obviously imposslblo 
for such a relation to exist for the flow mmdlately behind a streamline 
body. Clearly profiles of velocity from one side of the weko to the other 
csnnot be expected to be similar, because of the i.nitAl difference in 
thickness of the two halves (which ult~matcly disappears). On the other 
hand half profiles appear to be so, each having broadly spooking a 
"helf error curve" shape. Successive half proflles in the downstroon 
dlrcction daffor only in beang broader and in having smeller velocity 

~~',~~,Sd'~y-~~~t~~(4~if,p~ni~~~,4?~~~~ ~~~~~jci~~~ ~~~~~ 
these at least,such slmilonty exists vary closely. The fun&ion f 
is no longer ufu.versel, being deterrmned nosr by the boundary layer 
profiles at the treillng edgo. 

The set of profiles in Figure 2 z.llustrates this. The pornts are 
taken from expenmontel profzles , and the solid lines which fit their 
upper and laier halves belong to families derived by affrne trans- 
formattlon (i.e. by change of scelo of oaoh coordinate sx~e) from the 
upper and lower halves respectively of the initi.aJ. profile. This latter 
has been chosen as the trailing edge profile, fsirod across a very 
nsrrok part of its'centre to remove the cusp; the fairrng is not 
sufficient to alter the values of 6* and e . The profile at "/c = .bO 
in Fzgure 2 departs sLightly from the Interpolated curve, in such awey 
as to restore symmetry betieen the two halves, md it must be ooncludod 
that the shape imposed on the velocity profile by trolling edge con- 
ditaons, although preserved for distances of the order of a quarter 
chord or more, is ulkmately modified by turbulent mixang to a universal 
asymptotic fern. 

The calculations of tho next section concern only the region close 
to the trailing edge, an.3 the veLccity distribution is assumed to be 
expressible there by 

u-u = UL.(x) f(y/b) . . . . . . . . . . . . (5) 

where b(x) is a representative width and y is measured from the wake 
centre line. f and b are different for the upper and lower halves, 
but the velocity U(x) at the edge of the wake is the some for each hslf'. 
Without loss of generality f m,ay be normrAised SO as to m&e f(0) = 1. 
Thon 

L(x) = (u - qJ/u. 

3. Velocity at Centre of Wake 

It seemed possible that the curves of k(x) obtained fmm different 
aerofoils might satisfy a goneral law for recovery of veloolty at the 

/ centre 
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centre of the wake, and accordingly the ratlo u&J was plotted against 
x/c, the non-dlmenslonal distance behind the trcillng edge, for the data 
obtaned by Preston and by Jones. o is the acrofoll chord, an appr+ 
pnatc length to represent the history of the boundary layers. The 
result is shown lnFig.3. A single curve can m fact be drawn through 
tho points from the five sots of measurements plotted, wxth very little 
scnttor. Nendelsohn' s points, 611 of which are In the lmmcdlate vicinity 
of the trading edge (x/c C 0.10) also agroc wellwth the curve given, 
but they have been onitted to avoid over-crovrdlng tho figure. Ire con- 
clude that at any rate as a good approximation ii is a universal function 
of dc. The interpolated curve in the figure 1s 

(u - q.J/u = 0.1265 (X/O + 0.025) + ..a . . . . . . . . . (6) 

The form is chosen in order to give the vznatlon, already referred to, 
proportional to (x - xo)7 at large dlstanoes, and the constants 
0.1265 an3 0.025 give the best fit wxth experxment. The trailing edge 
vslue (x/c = 0) is then u&J = 0.2; this gxvcs a consistent means of 
faring the trading edge velocity profiles so as to treat then ns 
belongIng to the wake. It must be remarked 

"a 
at all the data lies in 

the Reynolds number range O-5 x 106 - 5 x 10 . The similarity of 
profdes 1s probably independent of Reynolds number, but the curve of 
udocity recovery on the centre 111~ would perhaps show a scale effect 
outside this range. 

4.0 Varzatlon of H z a heJ.fm&s 

The typical wCith b nay most conveniently be dcflned as the width 
(assomcd) flute) of a half velocity proflle, so thnt f(1) = 0. The 
Integral charactcristlos of 

6’ = ; (l- py = 

0 

the half wake arc than 

b 

1 

b a.(x) 
I 

f(E) e 

0 

Now let 

/ dquation 
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6* = b A.(X) . 11 

8 = b A(x) [ I1 - L(x) I2 1 

8 1 
=- =l- 

7.H 
144 22 

Il. 

. 1 
0 . l.-- 

( > H 
cc i(x) 

, 

4 
ce (40 + 0.025) . 

Therefore ifHT is the trailug edge value for the corresponding boundary 
layer 

;;' 
/ 

l- / x 
1 c 

+ 0.025 4 4 
= = 1+4o t 

> 
..O (7) 

I- 1 0.025 

HT 

Thus the variatzon of H a given distance downstream in the helf wake 
depends only on HT' Curves of thxs variation, for initial values 
HT = 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.6 and 3.0 are shown in Flg.4. These illustrate i&e 
fact, also found experinentally, thatnost of the decrease from HT 
to the asymptotic value 1 takes place close behind the traxllng edge. 
;.t dxstances at\rhxch the velocity profile has begun to depart from the 
geometrically similar form described by (5), H has decreased almost to 
unity, and the resultant error IS insxgnlfxant. The anslysu far the 
a~yq$micb case as gxven inNodern Developments assumes H = 1, so c-t 
be used to predict the r&y in nhich this value 1s approached. 

5, Variation of H in a Nhole Wake 

(Here subscxxpts u, 1 refer to upper (i.e., thicker) and lower 
halves of the wake respectively. 
the Tghole wake). 

Symbols without subscripts refer to 
Fran the deflmtions it follows that:- 

and therefore 

n= (Hue, + =ze%)/B . . . . . . . . . (8) 

Hu and Hz msy be calculated from the form parameter equation (7) but it 
is not possible to calculate 0 and 8% separately, since the mcmentm 
oquatzon (1) applies only to &whole vrako. In the f&ppendix it is shown 
that for the upper half ~ske, uszng r) for the y co-ordinate of the 
centre luc and vm for tho transverse velocity there, the moutentilm 

/oqmt3 on 



equation is 

aeu - + (Hu + 2) 7 d, = 
dx 

= u/p u* . . . . . . . . . 

where 

u = p (u- UJ 
a71 

vm-s z . . . . .*. 

Similarly for the lower half it is 

a% 8% au 5 - + (Hz + 2) - _ = - - . . . . .a. 
dx u dx PU2 

(9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

Adding (9) and (11) gives equation (1). 

-o(x) then represents the rate of transport of momentum downwards 
across the wake centre line by turbulent mixing, which t&es place in 
such a way as to restore symmetry. It is evident from Fig.2 that this 
ocours , since b2 groves more rapidly than b 
become equal. Unfortunately there is no way o 8 

until ultimately they 
finding the quantities 

dq/dx and v&J, so (9) and (11) cannot be solved separately. Thus H 
for the whole woke cannot be found exactly. However limits are known 
between which Ode = 1 - 8% /e varies, and thus limits may be obtained 
for the variation of H. In fact eJ6 decreases from its trailing edge 
value (8 ,! e )T to I&, so that the true H lies between the curves of 

H = (+), Hu +(;>, Hz . . . . . . (12) 

H = $(Hu+Hl) . . . .., (13) 

where H and I-Ix are calculated from their trailing edge values by 
means uf"(7). The accurate solution for H is a curve which agrees 
lrith that given by (12) at the trailing edge but ultimately approaches 
that given by (13). However the curves gzven by (7) for different 
values of HT all lie close together beyond cbout a quarter of a ohcrd 
downstream, and the departure of the true H from that given by (12) 
1s very snell. Equation (12) expresses H as a linear interpolation 
between the curves of Hu and Hx , and thus gives to the first order 
a curve of the family tc which Hu and Hz belong; the curve of this 
foliuly, m fact, which has the initial value 

HT = bu eu+% ‘2 )T/eT. 
This curve could therefore be treated as an approximation to the true 
SOlUtaOrL 

A rather extreme case has been calculated to estimate the error in 
this approximate procedure, an d the result is shown in Figure 5. The 
trsiling edge conditions assumed are 8, E 4 et, Hu = 2.4, 
3 = 1.4. Then HT = 2.2. The difforonoc be-tneen the faired curve, 
which is intended to represent the true solution, and the linm.ar 
interpolation, is nciJhere more than & per cent. The latter curve 

/ differs 
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differs by less than 1 per cent frw;l that given by equation (7). Thus 
the theoretical variataon of' H IA a whole VC&G is given with reasonable 
aocumoy m tcras of its trailmg edge value by (7). 

For one of the cases measured by Preston (3) nomoly the wake behind 
n syraa&y5.&!. Joukowski aerofoil at 6O incidence, the satisfactory 
agreement botwoen theory and exponnent is Illustrated inFIgure 6. Such 
discrepancy as occurs mould be ccmpensntcd by the fairing prosess just 
dcsa-ibed. Similar agreement has been found in all cases. 

6. Discussion 

The theory 1s purely empzrical, but seems acceptable in the light 
of present knowledge of turbulent shear flons. It 1s most accurate at 
points moderatoly close to the aerofoil, end only such points need he 
considered in estimating tho influcnco of the wake on aerofoll 
characteristics. The lnvostigatlon has been made manly to fond n 
consistent way of carrying out this estimation, without necessarily 
laying gknt stress on Lacasracy. In fact it was found in the investa- 
gation of lift doscribcd U-L Reference 8 that the streamline shift 
produced by the displacencnt thLckness usually accounts for only a small 
part of the loss of lift below that of ideal fl!ad theory, and the 
approximations used In this paper are not sufficient to introduce errors 
into lift predictions. The stroanline shift from the pattern of ideal 
flovt arzses from the sharp contraction in displacement thickness behlnd 
the t&iling edge. Tn~s is a consequence of the rapid drop u H, which 
1s predlctcd by the theory, an3 IS found experimentally. 

Use of the predicted vnriatlon of H m the momentum equatzon 
should a.ncroasc tha ~~~uraoy of drag predictions by the Squire-Young 
Iaethod, elthough this is prob&ly unnecessary. For lift calculations 
a further conjecture must be made for the position of the wake stream- 
lines. Flar leaves the trailing edge as smoothly as possible, and this 
may be represented alpincally by assuming the trailing streamline to 
agree lritially with that of ideal flo\3, v$hich bisects the trailing edge 
EUglO. In upper end lower halves the momentum equation takes the form(l) 
If shear stress on the strcanline is neglected. Solution in each half 
separately is then Justifiable by en argument oimilar to that of 
section 5# In numerical e-plea It has been found sufficiently 
accurate to ailculatc 6* for each half keeping 0 constant, sm.oe H 
accounts for the greater part of the variation, 

The rate of transfer of momentum across the wake centie line, 
represented by the quantity Cdeflned in equation (lo), cannot be 
detonalned by analysis whzch involves only mean velocity quantities. 
Investagataon of the factors znfluonclng this transfer would be an 
Interesting contribution to the theory of twbulent shear flow. 
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AITENDIX -- 

:Ionentuu Equation for a. Half Wake -- -- 

The equation of notion 15 

au au 
u - + v, -- dU 

= u-+d 
T 

ax ay 
ax BY P (>* 

. . . . . . . . . (1) 

Let y = 6 be the edge of the wake, y = TJ the centre line, 
un and ph the velocity couponents on the centre line. We defme the 
integral characteristics of the half wake by 

. . . . . . . . . (2) 

. . . . . . . . . (3) 

The nonentm equation is derived by mtegratlng the equation of notion 
(1) with respect of y fron IJ to 6 , 1.e. fron the relation 

Consider the various ternsr- 

(i) z vanishes at y = q smce a&y = 0 there; and 
also at the edge of the wake, so that the last tern on the 
right does not contribute to the integral. 

/(ii) 
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1 n 6 v au -- aY ay = [vLq6 n 6 - 1 u av -- qy 
rl ay 

by continuity. 

6 av 6au 
vy = 6 = vm + 1 -- &J = vm - 1 -- &r . 

rlav I) ax 

Thus 

1 

6 au 6 au 

n 
v ;; dy = uvn, - u ay - VE, B + 

1 
u -- dy 

rl ax 

and altogether (4) becomes 

NOW consider the tcms on the left hand su3.c of the rL~omentun eqw.tlon:- 

(ii) (H + 2) - -- = - -- 
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The mtqp.1 UI (6) 1s the mm as that XI (5), and elmi.natm& It fron 
the two equctions gxvos 

de 
-- + (H + 2) . ..(7) 
dx 

where 

de 8 au 
-- + (H + 2) - -- = ,‘f- 
ax u ax pu2 

. . . (8) 

is the rate at whxh nomntm crosses the wake centre Line. 
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